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1. INTRODUCTION
As noted by a number of recent authors, empirical
analysesof the demand for housinghave failedto agree
on the extent of consumerresponsivenessto price and
income changes. In particular,"micro"studies using
householddata have producedlower income-elasticity
estimatesthan "grouped"studies based on metropolitan-level averages.Although severalexplanationshave
been offered,the paradoxremainsunresolved.
Also in recentyears,econometricianshave developed
statisticsto test for specificationerrorthroughthe comparison of coefficients obtained from ungroupedand
groupedregressions.Statisticallysignificantdeviations
betweenthe two estimatedcoefficientvectorsaretaken
as evidence of either a misspecifiedregressionrelationship (causedby, e.g., an explanatoryvariableexcluded
or measuredwith error)or an inappropriateaggregation
method (such as groupingaccordingto the value of the
dependentvariable).Two alternativetest statisticswere
presentedby Feige and Watts (1972) and Farebrother
(1979). Polinsky and Ellwood (1979) derived a third
statisticby adaptingthe specificationtest procedureof
Hausman(1978) to the groupingcase.
This article is an empirical investigation into the
housing-demandparadox,makinguse of severalgrouping tests for misspecification.We begin in Section 2
with a brief review of our demand-functionspecification, which was chosen to approximatethose employed
by previousresearchers,and of the micro/groupedcontroversythat surroundsit. We follow in Section 3 with
a reviewof the Farebrother,Feige-Watts,and Hausman
tests and a discussionof the relationshipsamong them.
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In the processwe derive an importantpracticalrestriction, namelythat, in applyingany of the threetests, the
researchermust confine his attention to parameter
subvectorscorrespondingto variablesthat exhibitboth
within-groupand between-groupvariation.This restriction and the consequenttest modificationsnecessaryin
most applicationshave not been noted previously.
The aforementionedgrouping tests are concerned
with the null hypothesis that the micro and grouped
models areboth specifiedcorrectly.Under this hypothesis, the two coefficientvectorsdifferonly as a resultof
random samplingerror,and rejectionsof the null hypothesisyield no directinformationabout which set of
estimates is more nearly correct. However, one commonly offeredexplanationfor the micro/groupedparadox in housing demand has been a household-level
errors-in-variables
problem caused by imprecisemeasurement of income, price, or both. This type of misspecification has straightforwardand well-known results. As long as the measurementerrorsare uncorrelated across observationsand are independentof both
the regressiondisturbancesand the true values of the
explanatoryvariables,only the micro-parameterestimator is inconsistent.Therefore,in Section 4 we propose an asymptotictest of this explanation;that is, of
the hypothesisthat the grouped regressionasymptotically satisfies the conditions of the standard linear
model, and that the relative magnitude of the micro
and groupedsquaredresidualvectorscan be explained
by a combination of sampling error and micro-level
misspecification.When this null hypothesis(which we
will set forth more rigorously in Section 4) is also
rejected,there can be no grounds for concluding that
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the grouped coefficients are consistent or are more
accuratethan the micro estimates.Consequently,while
the paradoxstill remains,other explanations-notably
"aggregationbias"or other grouped-levelmisspecification-should be given relativelygreatercredence.
Following these clarifications and extensions of
groupingtest procedures,in Section 5 we employ the
tests in an analysis of a nationwide sample of home
purchasesinsuredby the FederalHousing Administration (FHA).Using Farebrother's
groupingtest, we demonstratethat household-leveland city-levelestimatesof
housing-demandparametersdifferto a statisticallysignificantdegree.Furthermore,basedon our own asymptotic test of residuals,and contraryto the argumentsof
some previous authors, we conclude that micro-level
misspecificationis insufficientto explainthe differences
betweenthe micro and groupedregressions.Ourresults
have implicationsboth for the choice amongalternative
test proceduresand for the interpretationof previous
analysesof housing demand.
2. THEMICRO/GROUPED
PARADOXIN HOUSINGDEMANDESTIMATION
Our specification of the housing-demandfunction
closely follows that used in Polinsky (1977, 1979) and
in Polinskyand Ellwood (1979). Total expenditureon
housingservicesCis assumedto be a log-linearfunction
of income I, the price of housing servicesPH, and an
index po of the pricesof all other goods. In the form to
be estimated,we have, for the ith household,
log(Ci/poi)= bo + (1 + bp)log(pHi/poi)
+ blog(Iilpoi) + fi,
i = ,...,M,

(1)

wherebpand b, are, respectively,the priceand income
elasticities of housing demand. The random disturbances?iare independentlydistributedwith zero mean
and constantvariance.
AgainfollowingPolinskyand Ellwood,we will apply
this specificationto a sample of new house purchases
insuredby FHA duringcalendaryear 1969. Appendix
A contains a summary of the derivationof (l), a description of the FHA data base, and a review of the
production-function-basedmethodology used to estimate PH. We emphasize that the specificationis obviously a highly simplified one. Aside from possible
errorsin measurementand functionalform, Equation
(1) may sufferfrom a failureto acknowledgethe effects
of demographicfactors, the simultaneity of housing
consumptionand tenure choice, or the implicit design
of the FHA mortgagesample.(A reviewof the literature
on many of these issues can be found in Mayo 1981.)
We choose this formulationbecauseit has providedthe
empiricalcontext for much of the debateon the relative
merits of micro and grouped estimates of housingdemand parameters.Economistshave offeredtwo primary explanations for the lower income elasticities

yielded by household-level regressions.On the one
hand,if aggregationby city producesan implicitgrouping by the dependent variable,the metropolitan-level
coefficients will tend to be biased away from zero.
Althoughthe aggregationbias argumenthas most often
been used as a criticism of groupingby census tract,
city-level groupingmay also cause problems,particularly if the regressionfunction suffersfrom any additional specificationerrors. Discussions of aggregation
bias in housingdemand can be found in Maisel,Burnham, and Austin (1971), Smith and Campbell(1978),
and Gillinghamand Hagemann(1983).
Microandgroupedregressionscan also differbecause
of measurement error at the household level. Most
obviously, if reportedor "current"income is a poor
proxy for "permanent"income, the income elasticity
of demandis likely to be underestimated.This problem
has been discussedby numerousauthors,includingLee
(1968), Rosen(1979), and Goodmanand Kawai(1982).
By contrast with aggregationbias, the errors-in-variables bias is alleviatedby groupingobservations.
The study by Polinsky and Ellwood (1979) focuses
on household-levelmeasurementerroras it affectsthe
estimation of Equation (1). It is argued there that
mismeasurementof housingprice,throughthe use of a
city-level price term, biases both the bpand b, coefficients in household-levelregressions.The authorsdemonstratethat the divergencebetween micro estimates
and groupedestimatesis reducedby inclusion of their
household-specific, production-function-based estimate of PH. The remainingdifferenceis attributedto
mismeasurementof permanent income in the FHA
sample. Therefore,they conclude that their metropolitan-level regressionsare the preferredsource of information on the size of income and price elasticities.
The primarypurpose of this article is to reevaluate
Polinsky and Ellwood'sconclusions, using test procedures developed in Sections 3 and 4 here. We first
consider the hypothesis that the micro and grouped
coefficientsobtainedfrom our FHA sampledifferonly
as a result of random sampling error. We then ask
whetherany statisticallysignificantdivergencecan be
explainedby household-levelmeasurementerroror by
any other errorthat distortsthe micro regressionwhile
leavingthe groupedregressionsin (asymptotic)compliance with the standardlinearregressionmodel.
TESTS FOR
3. THREEGROUPING
MISSPECIFICATION
In this sectionwe discussthreespecificationteststhat
have appearedin the econometricliterature.The null
hypothesisunderlyingeach test is summarizedby the
generalmicro regressionspecification,
e - N(0, o2In),
y = X3 + E,
(2)
where y and X are n x 1 and n x k matrices of
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observations,f is a k x 1 vector of parameters,and e is
an n x 1 vector of independent normal disturbances.
The matrixX is assumedto have full column rankk.
The groupedversionof the model is obtainedthrough
an m x n matrix G*, which transforms the micro
observationsinto means of m groups, each multiplied
by the squareroot of the group sample size. That is,

gl
0
G* =

o

0

g

0

...

0

**

0

0

m) equals

l/4j, where nj is the number of observationsin the
jth group.
The groupedmodel is then given by
+ E2,

C2- N(O, a2im),

wherethe subscript2 indicatespremultiplicationby G*
and under the crucial assumption that the grouping
processis independentof the disturbanceterm e.
Under the null hypothesis, the micro and grouped
least squaresestimatorsof (, given by
t = (X'X)-X'y

(5)

02 = (X2X2)'X y2,

(6)

and
respectively,are both unbiasedand consistent,and the
groupingtests arebasedon the divergencebeweenthese
two estimatedvectors.We will brieflyreviewthe three
test proceduresin turn.
3.1 The Farebrother Test

Farebrother(1979) shows that a Chow test for misspecificationof the micro model is availablein the form

of a test of the restriction y = 0 in
yi 1
Y2

- m) x n matrixFare definedto be a set of orthonormal
solutions to the equation system G*c = 0; that is, we
have
In-m,

G*F' = 0,

D = [(X2X2)-'-

(X'X)-'].

(12)

In (9), the test statisticdoes not requireconstruction
of the F matrix;the test may be appliedby estimating
the micro and groupedmodels (2) and (4). Notice that
the denominator of BF is equal to the mean squared
error(MSE)or estimateof a2,whichwould be obtained
from the unconstrainedmodel (7). We will henceforth
referto this estimateas a2U.
3.2 The Feige-Watts Test

Feige and Watts (1972) demonstratethat under the
null hypothesis,6, the differencebetweenthe estimated
parametervectors,has zero mean and covariancematrix a2D. They then constructthe statistic
BF = [b'D-'b/k]/[Q2/(m - k)]

-F(k,m-k),

+ X2X2.

(8)

Farebrotheruses a result derived earlier (Farebrother
1976) to show that the test statistic can be written in
the form
- 6'D-')/(n

- 2k)]
-

(13)

where
Q2 = (y2 - X2Y2)'(y2 -X2A2)

(14)

the sum of squaredresidualsfrom the groupedregression model (4). Feige and Watts show (1972, p. 347)
that the quadraticforms b'D-b' and Q2 are independently distributed;hence, the statistic BFw, like BF,
follows an exact F distribution.
3.3 The Hausman Test

Hausman(1978) has proposedan asymptoticallychisquaredstatisticthat can be usedto test for specification
error in a broad range of situations. Polinsky and
Ellwood adapt and apply the test, with inconclusive
results, in the housing-demandcontext. The statistic
uses the mean squarederrors
Q/(n-

k)

(15)

and
2 = Q2(m - k),

(16)

and the statisticis
-b
BH = 'DH
(17)
x(k),
'
where the symbol denotes "is asymptotically distrib-

uted as," and

X'X
= Xf,

BF = [6'D-6/k]/[(Q

and

2=

l

XI 0 0+
'
X2 X2

(7)
( )
2,
with y, = Fy, Xl = FX, and e- = Fe. The rows of the (n

FF'=

(11)

g*m

Each element of the row vector g*(j = 1,...,

Y2 = X2

Q = (y - xf)'(y - x#),
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F(k, n - 2k),

(9)

underthe null hypothesisof no misspecification,MJhtret
.....
5 = (2 - 4,
(10)

=
DH DH

-_

(18)
is a consistent estimatorof the differencebetween the
covariancematricesof f2 and f. (We wish to thank A.
MitchellPolinskyfor graciouslyprovidingunpublished
computationaldetails.)
2
U22(X2X2)
2)

O 2(X

X)-

3.4 A Restriction in Application

In Section 5 and AppendixB, we will applythe three
groupingtests in the context of Equation(1). Beforewe
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do so, however,it must be noted that in most econometric applicationsthe test statistics cannot be computed in the forms given by Equations(9), (13), and
(17). The presence of certain common classes of explanatoryvariablesin the matrixX requiresa restructuring of the matrices in BF, BFW, and BH, and a
reductionin the implied degreesof freedom. Since no
previous author has pointed out the restriction,and
since it was overlookedin the one previousapplication
to housing demand equations, we will briefly outline
the derivationof the modifiedtest statistics.Of central
importance to all three of the foregoing tests is the
matrixD. Using Equations(8) and (12) we can write
D = (X2X2)-_(X X1)(X'X)-,
(19)
so that X1 must have rankk in orderthat D be nonsingular.This restrictionis most obviouslyviolatedif any
column of XI = FX consists entirelyof zeros-that is,
if any column of X is orthogonalto all rows of F. But
by the conditions (8), all rows of F are orthogonalto
each row of G and hence to any linearcombinationof
the rows of G*. A necessarycondition, therefore,for
the nonsingularityof D is that no column of the microregressormatrixX be expressibleas a linear combination of the rows of the groupingmatrix.
The implication is that grouping tests cannot be
appliedto variablesthat areconstantwithineachgroup.
An obvious example of such a variableis a constant
term, althoughin that case the problemcan be avoided
by normalizingall regressionvariablesto equal deviations from means. (This normalizationapparentlyexplains the identifiabilityof the BFWvalues reportedby
Feige and Watts.) Other examples would be group
identifiers,along with any economic or demographic
variablesmeasuredat the grouplevel.
Fortunately,it remains possible to test coefficients
correspondingto variables which do exhibit withingroupvariation.(We are indebtedto ChristopherSims
for pointing this out to us.) Assume that X is arranged
in such a way that only the first k - j variablesare
constantwithin groups.Define the k x j matrixS as
S=

0

I

(20)

Let
=S' 6

(21)

and
D = S'DS.

(22)
Then it can be shown that a modified Farebrother
statisticis given by
BF = [6'D-'blj]/[(Q - a'D-')/(n - k- j)]
- F(j,n-k-j).

(23)

Similarly,we can derive
BFW= [6'D-l'/j]/[Q2/(m

- k)]

F(j, m - k). (24)

It remainsto considerthe statisticBH.In finite samples, 52 and a2 will be equal only by chance, so DH will

not generallybe a singularmatrix.Thus, Polinskyand
Ellwoodwere able to compute and reportvalues of BH
derivedfrom their FHA sample.(We emphasizethat it
is for reasonsof completenessand clarificationthat we
discuss their Hausman test application, which they
reportin a footnote (1979, p. 203). Polinsky and Ellwood do not base any of the conclusionsof theirpaper
on their Hausmantest results.)However,the Hausman
test is validonly asymptotically,and as m and n become
large, b2 and

52

will each converge to a2, and DH will

approachthe matrix a2D. Again, therefore,the grouping test mustbe confinedto those coefficientsassociated
with variablesthat are not constantwithin groups.The
appropriatelymodified Hausman test statisticis given
by
BH = 6'[o2S(X2X2)-IS- _ 2S'(X'X)-'S]x2(j),

(25)

where once more the matrix S is used to select rows
and columns correspondingto testablecoefficients.

3.5 Comparisonof the ThreeProcedures
The F statistics,BF and BFwhave the same numerator, but in most applicationsthe Feige-Wattsstatistic
will have many fewerdenominatordegreesof freedom.
We thereforeexpect that the Farebrothertest will generallybe the more powerfulof the two. The exceptions
would occur where the null hypothesis is violated in
such a way as to primarilydistortthe micro regression,
possibly leaving a2 smaller than a2 and BFWgreater
than BF.

The relationshipbetween BH and the previous two
test statisticsmay be seen by notingthatthe consistency
of DHis unaffectedby the replacementof either b2 or
a2 by anotherconsistentestimatorof a2. (This point is
made in anothercontext by Hausman 1978, p. 1,267).
For example, if a2 is replacedby A2 in (18), the Hausman statistic reduces to the product of BFWand k. If
both 52 and a2 are replacedby (2,, BHbecomes equal
to kBF.Still anotherHausmanstatisticcan be obtained
if 52 is used in both termsof (18). In any of these forms,
BHwill be asymptoticallyx2 (k) underthe null hypothesis. In finite samples,of course,the distributionof BH
is unknown. Particularlywhen m - k is small, a2 may
differ greatly from a2, and DH may not even be a

positive semidefinitematrix.
In AppendixB we presentthe resultsof an exploration into the finite sample performanceof the three
groupingtests. Severaltypes of misspecificationconsidered in the housing demand literatureare simulated
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using Equation(1) and our FHA data base discussedin
AppendixA. Our conclusionsare, first, that the Hausman statistic BH does not reach its asymptotic x2(2)
distributionunder the null hypothesisof no misspecification with 34 groups and 11,978 observations.In
addition, we found that the Farebrothertest was generally more powerfulthan the Feige-Wattstest against
the alternativehypothesesconsidered.Also, in accord
with our expectations,the Farebrothertest's marginof
superioritywas especiallynoticeablein situationswhere
grouping the data aggravated,rather than mitigated,
the specificationerror. Interestingly,Feige and Watts
developed their test statistic specifically in order to
identifypossiblegroupingbias.It is reasonableto expect
that some of their conclusionswould have been altered
had they used the more powerful Farebrotherprocedure.
TEST FOR
4. A SPECIFICATION
THEGROUPEDMODEL
When one of the foregoinggroupingtests indicatesa
significant difference between micro and grouped
regressioncoefficients,the source of the misspecification is not identified.In particular,it remainsundetermined which of the two estimates of 3 is more nearly
accurate.To approachthis question, we present a test
of the null hypothesisthatthe groupedregressionmodel
satisfiesthe specification(4). When this null hypothesis
is accepted,we conclude that the parameterdivergence
is explainableby random samplingerrorin combination with a broad class of micro-level specification
errorsthat bias 1 but leave p2 consistent.Examplesare
and excludedregressorvarirandomerrors-in-variables
ables that averagezero at the group level. Conversely,
rejectionsuggeststhe presence of measurementerrors
that are correlatedwithin groups or other problems
leading to aggregation bias in 32.

To proceed,we utilize the notation of Section 3 but
replacethe conditions (2) and (4) with the assumption
that the distributionsof the micro disturbancesci obey
sufficientregularityconditions that
(i) plim e'e/n = a2
n-*oo

and
(ii) 62 ~ N(0, a2m),
where a2 is a finite value. We also assume
X e2/n = 0,
(iii) plim
n- oo

and
(iv) plim X2/V- = A,
n-+o

whereA is a finite matrixof rankk.
Assumptions(ii), (iii), and (iv) together ensure that

f2
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is consistent:
plim

(2

= ( + plim(X2X2/n)-'(X2e2/n) = (8. (26)

n-o

We proposeto examinethe size of the sum of squared
groupedregressionresidualsQ2. We can write
Q2 = (Y2 - X2(2)'(Y2 - X22)

= e2M262,

(27)

where M2 = I - X2(X2X2)-1'X. Using (iv) we see that

M2 converges to a constant idempotent matrix with
rank m - k, and using (ii) we obtain
(28)
It remainsto consistentlyestimatea2. Using (11) and
(15),
Q2/2

= '/(n
-

((

A

x2(m

-

k).

- k)
-

3)'X'X(O - #)/(n - k).

(29)

By assumption(i), the firstterm above convergesto a2
as n -, oo,and we know that (2 is a consistent estimator

of fl. We will also assume that X'X/n convergesto a
constant matrix.Then
plim[52 + (/ n-oo

32)'(X'X/n)(

-

F2)]

= a2,

(30)

k),

(31)

and the statistic
E = Q2/[V2 + s'(X'X/n)t]

x2(m-

underthe null hypothesisthat (i) through(iv) hold.
Assumptions (i) and (ii) state that the asymptotic
variance of each grouped disturbanceis equal to the
limiting value of the mean squaredmicro disturbance.
The rangeof conditionsunderwhichthese assumptions
hold, and thus the information content of the test
statistic,can bestbe indicatedthroughseveralexamples.
First, consider a situation where the observedvalue
of the jth regressorX' is equal to the true value Z' plus
an error Vj.Furthermore,micro values of Vjare independently normally distributed with variance a2, so
that the micro residual e = X - VVi, where jY is the jth

element of 3 and r is the usual well-behavedregression
disturbance with mean zero and variance a2. Since

e

is

correlatedwith Xj, 3 is biased and inconsistent.However, 32 is consistent, and E'e/n converges to a2 +
(j)2f , which is also the variance of the grouped dis-

turbances E2. The null hypothesis underlying (31) is
thus satisfied.This is a typical frameworkassumed for
the analysisof errors-in-variables
problemssuch as the
in
income
issue
permanent
housing demand estimation.
By contrast, we expect our null hypothesis to be
violated when the disturbanceswithin a group are
correlated. This could occur because of an implicit
groupingby the value of the dependent variable,because of a random group-specificdisturbancein an
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error-componentsmodel, or because E includes an
unobservedregressorwhose value is constant or correlated within groups.For example, if an incorrectinterareapriceindexp' is used in the place of p in equation
(1) above, the micro disturbancewill include the term
(bp+ b/)log(po/po), which is constant within each group.

In this situation,the expectationof E can be shown to

increase without bound as n -

oo. Both

/2

and : will

be inconsistentand there is no rigorousbasis on which
to choose betweenthem.
Two qualifyingcomments are in orderwith respect
to our null hypothesis.First,if we relax(ii) to allow the
grouped disturbances E2 to be heteroscedastic, P2 re-

mains consistent, although the standard errors estimated by applyingOLS to (4) are biased. In this case
the E statisticwill not be chi-squaredeven asymptotically. Modificationsto our test, presumablyincorporatingtwo-stageproceduresto estimatethe variancesof
the m groupedresiduals,are left to furtherresearch.In
Simulation III of Appendix B, we examine such a
heteroscedasticmodel, wherethe varianceof each citylevel disturbancedependson the dispersionof housing
prices within the city. The results of the simulation
indicate that this particularcase of heteroscedasticity
has little effect on the distributionof E.
It is also true that certain patternsof within-group
correlation of the disturbancesci could violate our
hypotheses (i) and (ii) without necessarilydestroying
any desirable asymptotic qualities of the grouped
model. Notice that the varianceof the ith element of ?2
depends on the variances of the associated ni micro
disturbancesand also on the ni(ni - 1) covariances
among them. If the sum of these disturbancecovariances is of orderless than ni (as in the earlierexample
of random measurementerror,where the covariances
are all zero), our null hypothesisis satisfied.If the sum
has ordergreaterthan ni (as in the case of an excluded
group-specificprice variable,wherethe disturbancesin
group i have a common covarianceand the sum has
order ni), our null hypothesisis violated, 12 is inconsistent, and the variance of c, has no finite limit.
However, if the micro disturbancesin group i have
covarianceswhosesum is of orderni, whiledisturbances
in differentgroupsare uncorrelated,the E statisticwill
not be distributedas in (31), although the grouped
model satisfiesthe idealOLSconditionsasymptotically.
Such a situation could arise, for example, from firstorderserialcorrelationprocesses,which are unlikelyto
be importantin cross-sectiondata such as ours. Alternatively, it could arise as a result of a type of cluster
sampling design in which, as the ni -> oo, the number

of clusters also increases without limit, the average
cluster size convergingto a constant value. (Our data
base,of course,is derivedfroma censusofFHA-insured
sales,and so does not followa conscioussampledesign.)
Subjectto these two qualifications,the E test may be

viewedas a test of the consistencyof /2, while allowing
specificationbias in the micro regression.The finite
samplebehaviorof the test and its poweragainstvarious
alternativehypotheses such as those discussed above
are exploredin AppendixB. Our simulationsusingthe
FHA sample show that the distributionof E approximated the x2 in three specifications which did not
violate assumptions(i)-(iv). The powerof the E test in
identifyingerrorin the groupedmodel appearedto be
close to the powerof the Farebrothertest.
5. EMPIRICAL
RESULTS
Table 1 presents two sets of regressionsusing observed FHA sample values of housing expenditure,
income, and price, along with the results of grouping
tests applied to each specification. Equation (1) was
estimated using first the translog price index PH and
then substitutingpB,the BLS index of home ownership
cost for high-incomefamilies.(Values of pBare drawn
from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 1972, Table B1). For clarityit should be noted that the estimationof
alternativemodels,as presentedin Table 1, corresponds
to Polinskyand Ellwood'suse of the term "simulation,"
whereaswe use simulation here to denote the analysis
of models by means of artificialdata, as in our Appendix B and Table 2.) Our coefficient resultsare similar
to those obtainedin previousstudies using FHA data.
For example, our micro-levelestimatesof the income
and price elasticities are .35 and -.64, respectively;
these compare closely to Polinsky and Ellwood'sestimates of .39 and -.67, as expected,given the similarity
of functionalform and variabledefinition. The agreement is less close at the groupedlevel. This may arise
from the fact that our sample includes three more
metropolitanareasthan theirs.
Using either definition of the price of housing serTable 1. Demand Function Estimates
Price Variable
EstimatedValues
MicroParameters
1 + bp
b,
a

GroupedParameters
1 + bp
b,
a
Farebrother
Test
BF

Degrees of Freedom
Feige-WattsTest
BFw

Degrees of Freedom
MicroMisspecification
Test
E
Degrees of Freedom
* Significant
at .001 level.
at .01 level.
Significant

b

Translog

BLS

.359
.349
.156

.256
.397
.164

.398
.471
.945

.408
.761
1.208

79.23a

491.78a

2,11973

1,11974

2.13

8.73b

2,31

1,31

1093.34a
31

1282.22'
31
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Table 2. Simulation Results
SimulatedValues
MeanParameterEstimatesMicro
1 + bp
bi
oa
Grouped 1 +bp
bi
a
Farebrother
Test
MedianBF
Degreesof Freedom
Type IIErrors
.1
.01
.001
Feige-WattsTest
MedianBFW
Degrees of Freedom
Type IIErrors
.1
.01
.001
MicroMisspecification
Test
MedianE
Degrees of Freedom
Type I Errors
.1
.01
.001

I
Mismeasured
Income(50%/)

II
Mismeasured
Income(10%)

III
Metro
MeanPrice

IV
No
Deflation

V
BLS
Price

.364
.395
.179
.303
.594
.183

.315
.545
.163
.298
.599
.162

.294
.617
.159
.299
.600
.160

.324
.600
.156
.334
.595
.177

.239
.640
.162
.313
.818
.582

55.97
2,11973

6.01
2,11973

1.20
1,11974

1.89
2,11973

118.15
1,11974

0
0
0

12
38
63

50.52
2,31
0
0
0
29.01
31
9
0
0

1.22
1,31

15
47
75

77
95
99

30.82
31

31.37
31

9
0
0

Type IIErrors
.1
.01
.001

5.64
2,31

78
95
99

59
84
95
1.49
2.31
72
97
100
38.93
31

10
0
0
-

---

vices, we observe the traditional result that grouped
regressions produce higher income elasticities. The divergence is less pronounced, and the explanatory power
of the regressions is greater, when the household-specific translog price is used. Nevertheless, by means of
the Farebrother test with the modifications discussed in
Section 3, we can easily reject the null hypothesis of no
specification or grouping bias. In the notation of Sections 3 and 4, we have n = 11,978, m = 34, and k = 3.
Using the translog price, we have j = 2; income and
price exhibit within group variation. The BLS prices
are measured at the metropolitan area level, so j = 1
when PB is used. Therefore, under the null hypothesis,
BF is distributed as F(2, 11,973) and F(1, 11,974),
respectively, under the two specifications. Table 1
shows that in both cases the statistic is significant at the
.001 level.
Based on the value of E, we can also reject the
hypothesis that the metropolitan-level regressions
asymptotically satisfy the conditions of the standard
linear model. The ratios of a:to a2 are much too high
to be explained by any household-level misspecification
permitted by assumptions (i)-(iv). The low explanatory
power of the grouped regressions also causes the FeigeWatts test to perform relatively poorly. The value of
BFWis insignificant in the translog price regression, and

0
0
0
8.88
1,31
0
23
96
370.61
31

-97

57
86

0
0
0

it is significant only at the .01 level when the BLS home
ownership price index is used.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have considered several grouping
tests for misspecification. We have noted that three test
procedures presented by previous authors must be modified in order to be generally applicable in regression
settings. In Appendix B we have presented the results
of artificial simulations as evidence that the relative
power of these three tests depends not only on the
respective degrees of freedom available but also on the
nature of the alternative hypothesis. For the data set
and demand model analyzed here, the Farebrother
(1979) test was slightly more successful than the FeigeWatts (1972) test in identifying random household-level
measurement error, and it was much more successful
in identifying metropolitan-level misspecification. The
sample size of 34 groups and 11,978 households was
not sufficient for the Hausman (1978) test to satisfactorily approach its asymptotic properties.
We have also presented new evidence concerning the
relative merits of micro and grouped analyses of housing demand. Through application of the modified
Farebrother test we were able for the first time to
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demonstratethat randomsamplingerroris insufficient
to explain the divergencebetween the two coefficient
vectors.In addition,using an asymptotictest of regression residualsdevelopedin this article,we showedthat
randomerrors-in-variables
problemscannotexplainthe
high MSE'sof the groupedregressions.
Our primaryempirical conclusion is that, contrary
to the reconciliationpresentedin Polinskyand Ellwood
(1979), the micro/groupedparadox cannot be attributed to some combination of mismeasurement of
householdpermanentincome and the use of the metropolitanmean ratherthan the micro priceof housing.
The explanationlies more likely in an errorin measurementof the interareahousingpriceindex or in some
other misspecificationthat causes the regressionresiduals to be correlatedwithin metropolitanareas. Our
resultspoint to continuedeffortsto improvedata bases
andcontinuedresearchon model specification,but they
cast doubt on the efficacyof groupingby city to reduce
or eliminatethe measurementand sampledesignproblems inherent in FHA data. In particular,we find no
evidencethat groupedestimatesof demandparameters
are consistent and, on that basis, preferableto micro
estimates.
APPENDIXA: MODELAND DATA
As indicated in Section 2, our specification of the
housingdemandregressionequation(1) is drawnfrom
Polinsky and Ellwood (1979). Closely similar specifications have been employed by Rosen (1978) and Gillingham and Greenlees (1981), and the general approachof estimatinga logarithmicregressionof expenditure on income and price (all deflated by a price
index) has formed the basis for numerous articles in
the housing-demand literature. Thus, although we
make no claims herefor the theoreticalappropriateness
or econometricrobustnessof (1), we believe that application of our statistical tests in this context has the
potential to yield economic as well as methodological
implications. In this Appendix we briefly review the
derivation of (1) and the sources of data used in its
estimation.
We begin by assumingthat for a set of households
the demand for housing quantity q is a logarithmic
function of income I, housing services price PH, and
the index po of the pricesof othergoods and services,
log qi = bo+ bpog PHi + b/log Ii
- (bp+ b)log poi+ Ei,
n (32)
i=1,...,
wherethe coefficienton log p,i reflectsthe requirement
that demand be invariantto proportionalchanges in
income and all prices.We then add log pH and subtract
log p, from both sides of (32). Defining housingexpenditure C = pHq, we arrive at Equation (1), repeated
here:

log(Ci/po,) = bo+ (1 + bp)log(pHi/poi)
+ b,log(Iil/pi) + ei,

i=l,...,n.

(1)

Our data base is identicalto that used and discussed
in detail by Gillinghamand Greenlees(1981), and was
constructedas an approximationto that used by Polinsky and Ellwood (1979) and Rosen (1978). It consists
of a sample of 11,978 new house purchasesinsuredby
the FHA during calendar year 1969. A total of 34
metropolitan areas are represented;the city samples
range in size from 7 (Milwaukee)to 1,330 (Seattle).
Housingexpenditureis defined to equal the sales price
of the home. Income is given by the FHA's estimateof
the household'sannual after-taxincome likely to prevail duringapproximatelythe firstthirdof the mortgage
term. The measureof p is the total annualbudgetcost
forhigher-incomehomeowners,lessthe cost of housing,
as estimated by the Bureau of Labor Statisticsat the
metropolitanarealevel (U.S. Bureauof LaborStatistics
1972, Table B-l).
The price index for housingservicesis specificto the
individualhome purchase.Extendinga procedureused
by Muth (1971), it is assumed that units of housing
servicesare producedfromland and capital(structures)
according to a production function that is uniform
nationally.For estimation purposes,we use a translog
approximationto the indirectproductionfunction:
log q = a, + allog

vl

+ aslog Vs+ 2cl(1og v1)2

+ ?cs(logv,)2+ cI1logvllog v,, (33)
where q again is the quantity of servicesprovidedby
the house, and vl and v, are the input prices for land
and structuresdivided by total house cost. Assuming
profitmaximizationby housingproducersand perfectly
competitiveland and structuresmarkets,we can identify the a and c parametersby estimating(33) in budget
shareform, using nonlinearleast squaresappliedto the
same FHA sample describedabove. Land prices and
cost shares are taken from the FHA sales records.A
metropolitan-levelstructureprice index is taken from
the BoeckhBuildingCost Modifierseries.Finally,given
the parameterestimates, which are those reportedin
Gillingham and Greenlees (1981), we measurepH as
the index of the total cost requiredto producea house
with the sample mean value of log q.
Aside from minor differencesin data bases used, the
above procedurediffersfrom that of earlierauthorsin
that they assume a homogeneousproductionfunction
and hence the existence of a unit cost function for
housing (CES for Polinsky and Ellwood and translog
for Rosen). Gillinghamand Greenlees(1981) wereable
to rejectthe homogeneityassumptioneconometrically.
However,as noted in Gillinghamand Greenlees(1983),
the alternative models produce indexes that are all
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almost perfectlycorrelated,at least at the metropolitan
level.
APPENDIX B: GROUPINGTEST SIMULATIONS

Having derived appropriateforms of the BF, BFw,
BH, and E test statisticsin Sections 3 and 4, here we
compare their performancein the context of econometric models of housing demand. In Section 5 we
presentmicro and groupedhousingdemandregressions
estimated using the FHA mortgagedata describedin
AppendixA. The simulationsin this Appendixemploy
the same sample base and the same basic specification
given in Equation(1). However, in the place of actual
housingconsumptionlevels we have substitutedvalues
generated from an assumed regressionmodel with a
stochastic disturbance term. Repeated estimation of
misspecifiedregressionsenables us to examine the effects of the specificationerrorson the parameterestimates as well as on the groupingtest statistics.
Our simulationsemploy the observedvalues of price
and income in our FHA sample, while the values of
housingexpenditureweregeneratedunderthe assumption that Equation (1) is correct. We assume that the
true values of the parametersin (1) are bp= -.7, b1=
.6, and bo = 2.02. The disturbanceterm e is assumed
to be normallydistributedwith a standarddeviationof
.156. The above price and income elasticities were
chosen to approximatethe results obtained in earlier
studies. (For example, Polinsky 1977 suggeststhat the
true income and price elasticitiesare .75 and -.75. The
elasticities in the "correctly specified" metro-level
regressionof Polinsky 1979 are .57 and -.72. Smith
and Campbell 1978 argue for an income elasticity of
between .50 and .70.) The values of a2 and bo were
based on the mean and varianceof house price in our
sample.
As in Section 5, we have n = 11,978, m = 34, and k
= 3. For the specification(1), we havej = 2, since only
income and price exhibit within-groupvariation.Differencesin the micro and groupedestimatesof b, and
bpconvey all necessaryinformationaboutpossiblespecificationor groupingbias.
Under this null hypothesis, the Farebrotherand
Feige-Watts statistics will follow the F distributions
given in (23) and (24). That is, BF is distributedas F(2,
11,973)and BFwas F(2, 31). However,Bf is distributed
as x2(2) only for sufficientlylargevaluesof m. In order
to determinewhetherits asymptoticpropertiesare attained in our sample of 34 cities, we simulated its
distributionunder the null hypothesis.For each of the
11,978 observationsin our data set, we generated 100
values of housing expenditureusing Equation(1) and
our assumedparametervalues.A normalrandomnumber generatorwas used to select values of e. We then
estimatedmicro and groupedregressionsusing each of
the 100 simulatedexpenditurevectors.
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The resultsof the regressionswere not favorablefor
the Hausman test in the form (25). In four of the 100
simulations the computed value of Bi was negative.
The null hypothesiswas incorrectlyrejectedat the 10%
significance level in 17 of the remaining 96 trials.
Finally, in two cases BH took on values of 37.5 and
82.0; the .999 point of the x2(2) distributionis only
13.8. We conclude that, at least in the tails, our finitesampledistributionof BHis not a satisfactoryapproximation to the chi-square,and we will not include the
Hausmantest in the errorsimulationswhich follow.

B.1 Simulationsof Household-Level
Misspecification
Simulations I, II, and III reportedin Table 2 were
designedto comparethe performanceof groupingtest
statisticsin identifyingmicro-levelmeasurementerrors.
Each simulationwas performedby generating100 values of the dependent variable for each observation
accordingto the "correct"model (1), then estimating
100 sets of misspecifiedmicro and groupedregressions.
The first two simulationsuse "currentincome" as one
regressor,obtained by adding a normal disturbance
with zero mean to the income variable log(I/po) of
Equation (1). Polinsky and Ellwood argue that the
measurementerror in income is sufficiently large to
result in a permanent income elasticity 50% higher
than the currentincome elasticity.This bias is accomplished in Simulation I by assigninga varianceto the
additiveerrorequal to one-half of the sample variance
in the true income term (Johnston 1972, p. 282). This
may overstatethe likely measurementproblemin FHA
data.Maisel,Burnham,and Austin(1971), forexample,
argue that the FHA value is, in fact, an estimate of
permanentincome, and that the errordue to transitory
components is small. Therefore,Simulation II applies
a smaller disturbanceterm sufficient to cause a 10%
divergencebetweenthe currentand permanentincome
elasticities.A random number generatorwas used to
add a separatetransitoryincome component for each
observationin each regressionin SimulationsI and II.
In SimulationIII, household income is assumed to be
measuredwithout error,but the price term log(pH/po)
is replacedby the metropolitanareamean of that term.
Since there is no longerany measuredintragroupprice
variation in Simulation III, only the income term is
tested using the Farebrotherand Feige-Wattsstatistics.
Unfortunately, we do not observe the metropolitan
means of log(pH/po),only the means of the presumably
random samples. Therefore,for each of the trials in
Simulation III, we defined area means by adding to a
group's sample mean a random normal variate with
mean zero and standarddeviationequalto the standard
errorof the mean-that group'sstandarddeviation in
price divided by the square root of the group sample
size.
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Table 2 displays mean coefficient values and estimatesof 3 obtainedfromthe micro and groupedregressions. The table also presentsthe median values of BF
and BFw,along with the respectivenumbersof type II
errors-that is, acceptancesof the misspecifiedmodel
when(1) is true-at threearbitrarilychosensignificance
levels.
In each of the firstthreesimulations,the successrates
of the Farebrotherand Feige-Wattstests are approximately equal. In Simulation I, both tests reject the
hypothesis of no misspecificationat the .001 significance level in all 100 trials.In SimulationII, wherethe
income measurementerror is less extreme, the Farebrothertest correctlyrejects88 times at the .1 level, 62
times at the .01 level, and 37 times at the .001 level.
The median value of BFwis lowerthan that of BF, and
the critical values are higher for the test with fewer
degreesof freedom. Therefore,the number of type II
errorsis somewhat larger using the Feige-Wattstest.
Neither test is very successfulin identifyingthe incorrect use of the metro-meanhousing price. The general
failure to achieve significancein Simulation III may
result from the sample design used here. Intra-city
variationin land prices is likely to be understatedin a
data set comprisingonly new, FHA-insuredhouses, as
noted by Polinsky(1979).
The mismeasurementof income in SimulationsI and
II satisfiesthe null hypothesisof randomobservational
errorthat underliesthe E test. Therefore,the degreeto
whichthe statisticapproximatesthe x2(31) distribution
should indicate whether its asymptotic propertiesare
met in our sample of 11,978 households.The median
of the predicteddistributionis 30.34;as shownin Table
2, the median simulated values are 29.01 and 30.82.
The mean values of E are 29.61 and 30.88 in Simulations I and II, respectively-slighly lower than the chisquared mean of 31. In each simulation the E test
produces nine rejections (type I errors) at the 10%
significancelevel and none at the 1%level. We compared the observed and predicted distributionsof E
using the D and V Kolmogorov-Smirnovgoodness-offit statistics(Stephens 1970). At conventional significance levels, the null hypothesisthat E was distributed
as x2(31) could be acceptedfor both simulations.
Simulation III representsanother test of the distribution of E under random micro-level mismeasurement, although the assumptions of the test are not
entirelysatisfied.Becausethe variationin price is not
the same in each metropolitanarea, the observational
errors in the grouped regressionare heteroscedastic.
The within-group standard deviation in reported
log(pH/po) ranges in our sample from .0351 (Atlanta)

to .1795 (Chicago).However, based on the results of
Simulation III, the effect of this heteroscedasticityis
minor.The E statistichas a medianof 31.37 and rejects
the null hypothesis 10 times at the 10%level. Again,

Kolmogorov-Smirnovtests do not lead to rejectionof
the chi-squareddistributionforthe observedvalues.On
balance, our first three simulations indicate that the
asymptoticpropertiesof E are approximatelyachieved
in our sample.
B.2 Models with Metropolitan-Level Specification
Errors

In Simulation IV the dollar values are not deflated
by the interareaprice index po. SimulationV replaces
PHby PB, the BLS index of home ownershipcost for
higher-incomefamilies, which (in the context of these
simulations, at least) is the "wrong"housing services
price measure.
The likely effects of these misspecificationscan be
seen by rewritingEquation (1) in the following two
forms:
log(Ci) = bo + (1 + bp)logPH + b1log Ii
+ Ei- (bp + bi)log Poi, (34)

+ b,log(il/poi)
log(Ci/poi)= bo+ (1 + bp)log(pBilpoi)
+ ei + (1 + bp)log(pHlpBi). (35)

The lasttermsin theseequationsareexcludedregressors
in SimulationsIV and V, respectively.Sincepo and PB
aremeasuredat the metropolitanlevel, and since much
of the variation in PH is between cities, the expected
errorshavenonzeromeansand will be highlycorrelated
for observationswithin the same city. In the terminology used by Feige and Watts,this destroysthe independence between the disturbanceterm and the grouping
matrix G*, leading to bias in the grouped regression
coefficients.The effects should be similar to those resulting from groupingby the value of the dependent
variable.
The quantitativeimpacts of Simulations IV and V
are verydifferent,as indicatedin Table 2. The effect of
failing to deflate the nominal variables is small, although to some extent this resultsfrom our particular
choiceof parametervalues.Forexample,hadwe chosen
to assume b, = .5 and bp= -.8, the coefficienton log
poiin (34) wouldhavetripledfrom -.1 to -.3. However,
the incorrect use of the BLS price variable severely
distorts the parameterestimates, particularlyin the
grouped regressions. In both simulations the Farebrothertest identifiesmisspecificationmuch more successfullythan the Feige-Wattstest. For example,at the
1%significancelevel, BF correctlyrejectsthe null hypothesisin 16 SimulationIV trials,comparedwiththree
rejectionsusing BFw.In SimulationV, againat the 1%
level, the Feige-Wattstest yields 23 type II errors,the
Farebrothertest none.
The weakerrelativeperformanceof the Feige-Watts
test in the simulationsof metropolitan-levelmisspecification follows from the presence of a2 in the BFw
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computationalformula.Using Equations(23) and (24),
we can write
BF/BFI =

-2/5.

(36)

The errorsin SimulationsIV and V havea greatereffect
on the groupedthan on the ungroupedregressions,as
measuredeither by the degreeof parameterbias or by
the goodnessof fit as reflectedin MSE. Most obviously,
of .582,
the use of the BLS price resultsin a median &2
which overstatesthe true a by 273%.Consequently,the
median value of B' is more than 13 times as large as
the median BFv.
The high values of b2 in SimulationsIV and V also
lead to rejectionsof the hypothesisthat the only specification error is at the micro level. The E statistic is
significantat any conventionallevel in all 100 Simulation V trials.In SimulationIV metropolitan-levelmisspecificationis successfullyidentifiedin 43 trialsat the
10%level. In both simulationsthe success rates of the
E and BF statisticsare comparable.
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